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The standard reading of Kant’s moral philosophy leaves us with an irreducible dualism 
between reason and feeling. I argue however that Kant is in fact one of the most insightful 
guides toward a coherent non-dualistic view of the relationship between reason and 
feeling. On my interpretation of Kant’s account, feeling emerges not as a threat to our 
freedom and an obstacle to ethical life, but a necessary condition of both. To demonstrate 
this, I look to Kant’s answer to the question of how reason motivates the individual 
subject in its two guises: first, in its familiar guise, in his account in his treatment of moral 
respect, and, second, in its less well-known guise, in his account of moral character. I 
argue that moral respect does not name one particular kind of feeling among many, but 
names the human capacity for feeling. It further emerges that the distinctive human 
capacity for feeling is a form of self-consciousness constitutive of practical agency: this is 
the way in which we come to know ourselves as practically rational, recognize our fellow 
human beings as such, and thereby relate practically to the activities and projects that 
constitute the world we hold in common. This reading of moral respect opens an entirely 
new perspective on moral character. In particular, drawing on Aristotelian characterization 
of capacities and activities, I argue that character is an activity in which we maintain a 
practical self-understanding of ourselves as rational, embodied, efficacious agents. Moral 
respect and moral character thereby reveal that our capacities to feel do not oppose, but 
rather constitute the very flesh and bones of our practical embodiment of reason.  
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Dissertation Overview 
Title: The Unity of Reason and Sensibility in Kant's Practical Philosophy 
 

Kant’s moral philosophy is often interpreted as turning on a sharp opposition between freedom 
and feeling—reason and inclination. I argue in my dissertation that not only is this a misreading of Kant, 
but that he, properly read, is one of the most forceful critics of such a dualistic conception of our 
practical cognitive capacities and is moreover an insightful guide toward a coherent non-dualistic view 
of this relationship.  

The dominant reception of Kant attributes to him a picture in which we are essentially rational, 
free beings capable of self-determination, and yet also are at subject to our feelings—forces produced by 
nature and habituation, outside of our rational control. On this interpretation, Kant is but one more 
proponent, albeit a very influential one, of the traditional view that emotions are irrational and therefore 
at best a matter of indifference and at worst an obstacle to a life of freedom and rationality. 

This putative dualism, I argue in Chapter 1, is not only alien to our common ways of self-
understanding but it threatens the internal coherence of the Kantian account. It renders incoherent the 
idea that we can incorporate the pursuit of the objects of our emotions, i.e., of our particular concerns, 
into even morally permissible actions, and, most gravely, it renders unintelligible the idea of moral 
motivation itself: In a picture where our affective lives are divorced from our lives as free and rational 
beings, it becomes impossible to see how a concern with the right thing to do could ever per se be what 
moves us to act. 

Twentieth-century scholars sympathetic to Kant’s account of morality, believing it to be the only 
account capable of securing objective universal moral claims, tried to resist this picture of Kant by 
rehabilitating Kant’s treatment of human feeling. Specifically, commentators have recognized that the 
feeling of moral respect holds the key to Kant’s understanding the relation of reason and feeling in Kant. 
I argue that the manner in which they have attempted to spell out the role of respect in Kant’s practical 
philosophy nevertheless completely fails to appreciate what is philosophically most distinctive and 
profound in Kant’s account of the distinctive role of feeling in the life of a practical rational agent.  

In Chapter 2, I argue that implicit in Kant’s account of the feeling of moral respect is the 
remarkable and previously unrecognized idea that human emotion is a unique mode of self-
consciousness—of self-revelation and self-understanding—one which discloses the subject to herself as 
rational, embodied and capable of freely determining how she acts in the world. Human emotion, the 
distinctive human capacity for feeling, emerges on this account as the form of self-consciousness 
constitutive of practical agency, i.e., of freedom.  

This reading of moral respect opens an entirely new perspective on the topic of moral character. 
On standard accounts of Kant’s practical philosophy character is interpreted as an aggregate of 
dispositions to act that are due to forms of mere empirical habituation. This renders completely 
mysterious how character is supposed to play the role that it does on Kant’s account. I argue in Chapter 
3, drawing on an Aristotelian understanding of the logical structure of capacities and activities, that 
character is rather the activity of maintaining one’s identity as a practical agent. In Chapter 4, I go on to 
argue that maintaining a practical self-understanding is grounded, in turn, in the cultivation of capacities 
for feeling which reflect and reveal our understanding of ourselves as rational. They thereby constitute a 
necessary condition of our being subject to the demands of reason. Finally, I argue that the idea of the 
the acquisition of character must play a wholly different role in Kant’s practical philosophy than that 
accorded to it on standard readings. In my reading, the acquisition of character emerges as a rational 
accomplishment: the development and determination of our uniquely rational capacities for feeling.  

The resulting account of feeling and moral character not only resolves the problem of moral 
motivation that has also vexed much Kant commentary but offers an understanding of practical 
cognition in which nothing can be further from the truth than the idea that our capacity of feeling is 
necessarily a threat to our freedom and an obstacle to ethical life. On the contrary, it emerges as a 
necessary condition of both.    


